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NC Prepares for Phased Plan

EMMA REILLY
Staff Reporter

With the pandemic traveling
through the world everything is in
question of how our lives will be
after the virus. Will our lives remain the same as before the virus
hit or will it be changed forever.
North Carolina has guidelines that
affect us all as they are slowly trying to reopen North Carolina back
up.
Roy Cooper, governor of North
Carolina, has three phases that
he plans to reopen the state. The
first phase, which is the phase
that North Carolina is in, includes
a Stay at Home order and other
strict policies. North Carolina is
now looking to move to Phase
two where the Stay at Home order
is lifted with encouragement if
you are vulnerable to stay home.
In phase two businesses like
restaurants, bars, fitness centers
and salons can open to customers

while following safety protocols
and potentially limiting capacity. This will tremendously help
the economy and provide some
normalcy to the world we are in.
Stephanie Falcone, a senior, say “I
can’t wait until we return to some
sort of normalcy especially during the summer. That being said I
hope that everyone remains safe
from the virus and we open at the
time that is ready to keep everyone
safe.”
After Phase two, Phase three will
be enacted which lessens restrictions for vulnerable populations
with encouragement to continue
practicing physical distancing and
minimizing exposure to settings
where distancing isn’t possible.
Allow increased capacity at restaurants, bars, other businesses,
houses of worships, and entertainment venues and numbers will

further increase the number of
the people allowed at gatherings.
Mitchell Tanis, a senior at Charlotte Catholic, says, “I am really
hoping that we can return back to
normal as soon as possible, I am
hoping to participate in golf tournaments that I signed up for this
summer. I also am hoping our first
college semester as freshmen start
as planned but I am not sure if that
will happen.
For the entire community at Charlotte Catholic,
the question
is not how
but when.
The unknown
might be the
most scary
thing about
this virus

as no one will know or even can
know when we can return back to
normal as a functional society. No
longer will people take for granted
things such as sitting down at a
restaurant, or even shopping in
a store without practicing social
distancing and living in fear.
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FRANNY TOCCO
Staff Reporter

Crowds Form Despite Park Closures

Quarantine and the stay-at-home
order has been an issue for many
of us as we search for ways to
keep busy but also stay safe and
healthy. This is why many people
have been frustrated with the
government closing local parks,
basketball and tennis courts, while
allowing places like the mall to
begin opening.
Closing these areas seems confusing and unnecessary, but the
North Carolina governor has
provided reason. Ned Barnett for
The News and Observer agrees
and writes that “it’s easy to get
annoyed by what feels like the
government nannying in outdoor
spaces.” However, this is not the
case. While the risk of the virus
decreases while outdoors, the
parks have become increasingly
crowded which decreases the distance between people.
“Michael Kanters, the interim
head of the Department of Parks,
Recreation, and Tourism Man-

agement at North Carolina State
University, noted where public
golf courses are open, golfers
are practicing social distancing
on the course, but then gathering
for beers in the parking lot” adds
Barnett. This makes it difficult for
the government to decide because
if many people are following the
guidelines, but some are not, then
they must decide how to maintain
the balance.
This is why these areas were
closed for a short time because too
many people utilized them at once.
Mesilla Olyer for The Charlotte
Observer writes that while she was
at Freedom Park “it was so busy
that passing people on the trail
was impossible to do with 6 feet
of space. It was too busy to practice social distancing.”
Despite these parks being closed
and their parking lots blocked off,
crowds did not stop coming in.
Olyer writes that “a police officer
patrolling a closed parking lot told

us that a lot of people were getting
around the closed park parking
lots by parking on East Boulevard
and walking in.” This extended
the duration these outdoor places
were closed, which reopened last
week.
Richard Stradling for The
News and Observer writes about
how not just small, local parks
were closed off, but that North
Carolina’s state parks have been
closed since late March. “Gov.
Roy Cooper says if all goes well
in the fight against coronavirus,
North Carolina
state parks can
reopen May 9”
he says.
During Phase
2 of reopening,
which begins
for North Carolina at the end
of this week,
all parks will
be open, retail

stores will open, and restaurants
with outdoor seating can serve
food in-house. This explains how
Southpark will be opening its
doors on Friday, but will still limit
consumers to its capacity.
While this virus has been distressing and difficult to grasp,
America is slowly opening back
up and attempting to return to a
safer and healthier normal.
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Loss of Lacrosse Season Saddens Players

On May 18th, 2019, the Charlotte Catholic Women’s Lacrosse
team faced a state championship
heartbreaker for the second year in
a row. The winning team was the
Cardinal Gibbons Crusaders, who
was clenching a four peat state
championship victory. The cougars
came back from Raleigh with their
heads down, crushed from a game
that they were confident in winning.
The girls also lost another valuable thing that year. Nine lady
laxers were graduating and heading
to college, including the leading
scorers of the team, Kaitlyn Coleman and Kylie Skovira.
Come 2020, head coach Denise
Bier comes into the season with a
game plan to clench the ultimate
promise land this year. The roster
emerges from tryouts with the 17
top players at catholic, a big difference between that of 2019, which
had 22 players. The girls had a
month of intense practicing, whip-

ping themselves into better shape
than ever due to the limited rest
time during drills.
Needless to say, the team came
out with a bang. The Cougars ended
up with a 3-0 record, with anticipation to increase the number of wins.
However, the NCHSAA cancellation definitely spared the next teams
that were in the cougars’ path. The
girls started in Greensboro and

defeated the Northwest Guilford
21-10. The next two games were
enjoyed at home in Charlotte, with
a 14-3 lead on Hoggard and a 16-3
one on J.L. Mann.
According to Max Preps, the
laxers ended up being ranked the
number one team in the state, and
the number four team in the nation.
The girls were on top of the world.
All until March 12th, when the

news was received that all sports
were to be postponed until April
16th. This was quite the blow. With
five seniors that all started on the
team, the cougars wanted nothing
less than to have a 2020 season out
of their reach.
Despite the times, and the NCHSAA officially cancelling spring
sports, Coach Bier has been doing her best to rally the girls into
sticking and excersizing together,
whether they can be physically
together or not. On April 27th, the
girls did a virtual 5k run through the
headstrong fundraising event. At 12
pm, the girls all went outside and
their perspective neighborhoods and
did the run. Everyone wore some
sort of Charlotte Catholic Women’s
Lacrosse gear, and even a lot of the
alumni, parents, and siblings joined
in on the run.
It is refreshing that the team has
been able to do things together
despite the challenges. The girls are
determined that 2021 is their year.
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ALEX NEWELL
Staff Reporter

Tom Targets Tampa Bay: Free Agency Recap

Every year after the Super Bowl,
debates about where the next
unrestricted free agent will go occur around the world. This year,
the number one free agent on the
market happened to be the greatest
to ever play the game of football,
Tom Brady. Other big names in
the sport such as Stefon Diggs and
DeAndre Hopkins also will be
seen in a new jersey this upcoming
season.
Six time Super Bowl Champion
quarterback Tom Brady, who is
seen today arguably as the greatest
football player of all time, decided
to test the waters of free agency
this year. A rift in the relationship
between Brady and Patriots head
coach Bill Belichick ultimately led
to Brady’s departure from New
England, as he stated on the Howard Stern Show.
During free agency, it was report-

ed that his main two options were
the Chargers of Los Angeles and
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. He
eventually signed with the Buccaneers, and due to this signing, NFL
legend tight end Rob Gronkowski
came out of retirement to play
with Brady in Tampa.
A name that surprisingly has
not seen much attention is former
Carolina Panthers quarterback
Cam Newton. Newton was pushed
out of the Panthers organization,
as the team wanted to rebuild and
focus on the future and did not
believe that Newton was capable
of bouncing back from his nasty
injuries in the seasons prior.
Charlotte Catholic students have
varying opinions on whether or
not a team should have picked
up Cam as their quarterback
within the last few months. Charlotte Catholic sophomore Ga-

briel Lazcano believes that “Cam
would have been picked up by
now if the Panthers put him in a
better position to succeed. The
timing at which they released him
left no viable options for places
he could go and be an immediate
starter.” Sports analysts and reporters believe the two teams that
most need a starting quarterback

are the Jaguars and the Patriots,
however, the Jaguars are expected
to tank this year in hopes to get
Trevor Lawrence of Clemson in
next year’s draft.
Rifts between organizations,
coaches, and players have led
to puzzling trades. An example
would be DeAndre Hopkins’ sudden move to the Arizona Cardinals, as the Texans received very
little for him and Hopkins has performed at an elite level for years.
Overall, this year’s offseason has
been very eventful. Hopefully, the
pandemic doesn’t last long enough
to have a major effect on the upcoming NFL season.
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Students Assess the Pros and Cons of E-Learning

PJ O’CONNELL
Staff Reporter

Whether you are a kindergartener
in elementary school or a senior in
college, we all have been forced to
adapt to remote learning. However,
the remote learning experience is
different for everyone. While some
people choose to get their work
done immediately and have more
free time, others choose to wait until the last minute to complete and
submit their work.
This isn’t something that is affecting us now, but some kids waiting
to turn their work in until the last
minute will develop a bad work
ethic and will become less efficient. While some kids are able to
work well at school, their at-home
environment might be distracting
them, or they are just being lazy and
taking the easy route out. Without
a teacher there to support and keep
students on track, some will develop bad work habits.
To find a stress-free, quiet, and
focused place in the home, hubspot.
com recommends students do the

following three things. Number one,
they need to pretend they are going
into the school. They need to have
the same mindset they would have
on any normal school day. Number
two is to get started early, because
if they sleep in they will ruin that
feeling of going to school and being
on a schedule their body recognizes.
Number three is to take breaks and
space each subject out; they should
not force themselves to sit for four
to five hours straight, so they should
get up, move around, go on a walk

or ride your bike to eliminate stress
and exercise the brain as well.
Another huge reason why distanced learning is a bad idea is that
teachers cannot have one-on-one
conversations and lessons with students. Before the switch to online
classes, if they had a question or
were stuck on a certain topic, they
could go up to the teacher during
break or after class and ask them
about it. Now, there is no direct
one-on-one learning with a student
and teacher. When they need to ask
a question they have
to email the teacher
and wait until they can
respond. This delayed
feedback from teachers
is a huge reason for kids
becoming demotivated
and makes it easy for
students to fall behind
on topics, assignments,
and lead to failing online tests.
Despite all the cons

of distance learning, there are a
few pros. Even though a pandemic
like this has not happened before,
we as a society have been able to
switch over to online school very
quickly and easily. With the help of
sites like Zoom, Google Classroom,
Google Hangouts, and Canvas,
teachers have been able to connect
remotely with their students. They
might choose to set up meetings
for the times that their normal class
might be, and this can keep students
on the school schedule that we
talked about earlier.
This pandemic has caused us all
a lot of stress and hard times, but
with the help of technology and
all of society banding together, we
have been able to learn and adapt
very easily.
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SAMANTHA PEAN
Staff Reporter

Pandemic Pauses Senior Traditions

With the COVID-19 crisis still
heavily affecting everyday life,
the final quarter for Charlotte
Catholic seniors has been everything but conventional. Among
adapting to online school, seniors
are adjusting to the new modifications to some of Catholic’s
classic senior traditions.
One tradition is senior week.
In years past, this has meant a
senior breakfast, college T-Shirt
day, the baby wall, yearbook
signing, and overall creating
a few more memories on the
CCHS campus with your class.
This year the school has worked
hard to try and keep these traditions alive. The school still asked
students to send in baby photos
to create a virtual baby wall. In
addition to this, the baby photos
will be on a poster with the stu-

dent’s senior portrait.
A “drive through” event is being
held May 16 where seniors will
get to see some of their teachers
and pick up their yearbook, cap,
and gown. Still adhering to CDC
guidelines, seniors will remain
in their vehicles throughout the
event.
The Baccalaureate Mass and

Senior Awards Ceremony are set
to be held virtually. However,
The details surrounding graduation are not set in stone as of
right now.
In an update to the seniors, Mr.
Telford listed some possibilities
for graduation and asked everyone to reserve May 29 for the
activities. These possibilities

included a virtual ceremony, a
live ceremony, and a “rolling”
ceremony where graduates are
celebrated individually. A final
decision will be made about
graduation by May 23.
In preparation for a potentially
virtual ceremony, the school has
asked students to send in photos
of them in their cap and gown.
In addition to these modified
traditions, the school has added
some special ones for the seniors.
This includes a free “Class of
2020” poster and t-shirt that were
delivered to each student.
The efforts to find new and
safe ways to celebrate the senior
class reflects that “red machine”
spirit at the heart of the Charlotte
Catholic community.
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Corona Shifts Daily Schedules

ERIN ARTHUR
Staff Reporter
During this difficult time of quarantine, our normal daily routines have
changed. From waking up early, to going to school, lockdown has prohibited
us from the typical day.
Senior Bela Bagnato said, “I used
to wake up at 5:45 and get ready to
leave by 6:15. I’d go to school and
then come home and take a nap before
homework. Now I wake up at 8:30 to
check in and then go back to sleep until
like 10. I try to start my school work
by noon or earlier if I have a zoom/
google meet class. I usually work on
school work all day. I take breaks to
eat and sometimes go outside to relax.
I get done my work just depending
on how much I have but normally it’s
around like 9pm and then i spend time
with my family and relax until i go to
bed.”
Senior Heidi Harlan said, “my normal routine has really changed since
quarantine. I used to get up and drive
to school and be there from 7:20-2:35.
I also used to hang with friends on
the weekend and go out to a movie or
dinner but can’t do that anymore. Now
I wake up to sign into school everyday

and get my work done. I try to get it
done as soon as possible so I have the
rest of the day to relax. I find myself
outside more and walking the greenways with my dog. I have also social
distanced to keep up with friends”
Senior Andrew Covelli said, “Life
before quarantine I would leave for
school around 6:30 and would get
home around 3:15. After school I
would do some homework then either
go to swim practice or workout. Life
during quarantine I wake up around
8:30, get ready for the day and get
my school work done. After that I’ll

workout and when I’m done I might go
fishing or just hangout and get some
things done around the house. During
quarantine there is definitely a lot more
free time which allows me to spend
more time with the family that I otherwise wouldn’t be able to.
Junior Sophie Ritz said, “My daily
routine has changed so much, instead
of waking up and going to school by
starting my day off early I wake up late
and then do my work within an hour.
I do get the opportunity to work out
and better my diet by being at home.
Instead of doing my homework for if i

was home after school I do my school
work and then relax. My life is a lot
less stress free.”
Even though we have more free time
in our days, Bela Bagnato said, “this is
a lot harder now because I have no motivation to do school. I have a lot more
work now than when we had in person
instruction.”
Andrew Covelli also agreed that
routines are harder now and said, “it’s
only harder because I am not able to
spend time with friends like before
where we could all hang out or be
together in school.”
However, Sophie Ritz disagreed on
life routines being harder and said, “I
feel as if I’m not as stressed since I
can take my time with my assignments
then enjoy the free time I have to spare
throughout my day. I can relax with
family and enjoy being outside.
Routines have really changed due to
COVID-19. From going outdoors, to
getting work done on their own time,
to social distancing. Students in our
community seem to be living life on
their own time as best as they can during this difficult time.
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The Last Dance Leaves Viewers Wanting More

TOMMY CUSACK
Staff Reporter

Since the stay at home order
took effect back in March people
all over the world have had a
significant amount of downtime.
If you are a sports fan like myself
you probably spent your downtime watching The Last Dance.
The Last Dance tells the historic
tale of Michael Jordan and the
Bulls six-time championship run
throughout the nineties and takes
a deep dive into the personal life
of the greatest basketball player
of all time or the G.O.A.T Michael Jordan.
Every week viewers of The The
Last Dance are left wanting more
because only two episodes of
the series are released a week on
Sunday. As a Chicago native, I
am naturally a Chicago Bulls fan
and there is nothing cooler than
reliving the history of your favor-

than hearing “AT GUARD 6’6
FROM NORTH CAROLINa
MICHAEL JORDAN.”
As of now if you would like to
watch The Last Dance you have
to have a subscription to either
Youtube Tv, Netflix, or Sling Tv
but never fear all ten episodes
of The Last Dance will be aired
on TV after they are released for
subscribers.

ite franchises’ iconic past.
The Last Dance clocked in an
average of 6.5 million viewers
per episode these views coming
from streaming platforms such
as Youtube Tv, Sling Tv, and
Netflix. NBC News reported
that The Last Dance “smashed”

ESPN viewership but also created an onslaught of Michael
Jordan.
As a viewer, whether you like
Michael Jordan or not, The Last
Dance was created for sports
fans all over the world and nothing gets me more pumped up
Photo Credit: Google Images
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Covid Causes Changes in Companies

JOSEPH FLYNN
Staff Reporter
Amidst the Covid-19 crisis, many
businesses have temporarily closed
their doors, but some remain absolute
necessities. I happen to work at such an
establishment – my local Food Lion.
These past couple of months have
brought changes for everyone, but how
much has it really affected essential
workers like myself?
I work as a cashier, so my job is
pretty simple. I scan items and process
the transactions. I would say that it’s
definitely a great first job, since it’s
easy enough but still has real job experience to offer.
I only started working a few weeks
before quarantine began, so it wasn’t
too difficult for me to adapt to the new
changes. For starters, it isn’t required

Advisor
David Smith

to wear gloves and a mask, but it is
recommended, and a good portion of
the staff, including myself, do. If not
wearing gloves, we have to at least
sanitize our hands between customers.
We also have to clean our station
more often. Before, we only had to
clean our station at the end of a shift or
when it was noticeably dirty, but now
we clean every 15-30 minutes.
Also, we have a position for retrieving
shopping carts from the parking lot,
which we take turns working. Now,
instead of cleaning them every few
customers, we clean carts and have
them prepped for customers when they
walk in.
A major change, which both workers
and customers appreciate, is a plexi
glass panel between the cashier and
the customer. The cover is only partial,
so it’s enough to keep us from breathing at each other, but we can still communicate.
There’s also a change on the part of
the customer. We can’t force them, but
customers typically wear masks and
gloves while inside the store. We also
encourage them to keep a distance of

about 6 ft between themselves and others that aren’t shopping with them, and
I’ve mostly seen customers practice
this.
Overall, I believe we are taking smart
measures towards being safe, while
still keeping the store open and available. I also hear from customers that
they agree.
Customers’ attitudes have also
changed. A lot of customers will go out
of their way to thank us for working at
this time. I’ve even gotten a thank you
like this doctors and nurses, who really
do deserve thanks. It isn’t a huge thing,
but it does make me feel good about
what I’m doing to help out.
Like I said earlier, this is a good job,
and I really don’t have any complaints.
And because the store is in my neighborhood, I also get to see people whom
I know occasionally.
Finally, I’m just glad to help out how
I can during these troubled times. It
feels good to know that I’m helping
people to get what they need so they
can stay safe at home. To everyone out
there, stay safe too!
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WILLIAM HICKS
Staff Reporter

Meeting Platforms Enhance E-Learning

Google Classroom, Google Meets, and
Zoom are all platforms the majority of
us have become overly familiar with
throughout the past six weeks. Each
of these platforms offer different services and ways of keeping us educated
throughout our somewhat extended
Spring Break. But which of these
platforms is truly best suited for school
learning and might there be a different,
superior platform that outdoes them all?
Below are the platforms, listed, in my
opinion, from worst to best with arguments shown for each placement.

Coincidentally, the worst meeting site
for students and businesses is also the
most popular. Zoom allows you to join
free video calls with an access code
provided by the leader of that call. Once
you actually get into a call, Zoom offers
by far the best calling and streaming
service. Its calls are generally smooth
and its audio experiences no unintended
glitches. The issues begin outside of the
physical call. The first and most pressing problem is Zoom’s infamous privacy issues. There have been numerous
instances of businesses leaking valuable
information and private information being stolen. While Zoom is working hard
to fix this, leaking private information is
a large risk to take for using a free video
call site. Another problem was demonstrated by a Youtuber named Twomad,
who spent three hours live streaming
himself hacking into random classes to
prove how unsecure the codes really
were. Finally, I found the app quite cumbersome to download, as my computer
just kept refusing the app. While this is a
more petty observation, it still loses the
app some points.

The next site on this list is Google
Meets. Google Meets is a very simple
and very reliable app for both teachers
and students alike, A code is sent, and a
class can join. There are only slight issues with video and audio transmission,
but hardly enough to interfere with a lesson. However, this site is placed above
Zoom because of its lack of issues.
Being owned by Google means that your
video calls will always be very secure
and safe from prying eyes. I also like
this site because it has a unique feature
where the person talking will always be
in the center of the screen, which can
be very helpful. While this app really
has no negative features, it also does not
have many great ones either.
Google Classroom has been used since
well before COVID-19, it has become
even even more relevant since the loss of
actual classrooms. This website provides
you with everything you need to run
a class. It provides due dates, links to
sites, and many places to ask both your
teacher and your fellow students questions. Google Classroom was made for
schools, but I still believe this next app

outclasses it in nearly every way.
Discord has been around for a little
while now and grown quite an audience
in the internet community. It is not hard
to see why. Discord servers are great
ways of getting massive communities of
people together and letting them interact
with each other. Each server has multiple
voice chats suited for whole classes and
many text channels. These text channels
could operate much like a classroom.
The teacher could tell the class to do an
assignment by a certain date, and everybody would see it and send a link back.
Instead of going to google meets to have
a face to face meeting, a teacher would
simply have to tell the class to join a
voice channel at a given time. Discord
does have a pretty big drawback, though.
It has a pretty big learning curve and it
would undoubtedly take teachers a week
or two to fully master Discord. But, if
done correctly, I believe it could completely outclass the other available sites.
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